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The seminar is intended for students and also 

colleagues who wish to expand their 

understanding of phraseology. In the 

blossoming, relatively new field of 

phraseology, widely differing views are held 

as to the nature and naming of the linguistic 

categories involved. The following 

expressions are often used synonymously: 

cliché, fixed expression, multi-word lexeme, 

phraseme, set phrase, phraseological unit, 

phraseologism, idiom, formulaic sequence, 

lexicalized sentence stem, prefabricated 

language, and lexical bundle. We will discuss 

the widely varying definitions proposed by a 

number of researchers and try to find out how 

the different notions of phraseology are 

related both conceptually and historically. In 

addition, special attention will be given to 

cross-cultural perspectives, to the translation 

of phraseological units, their role in discourse 

organisation, use by non-native speakers and 

the influences of English phraseology on 

European languages. 

Prof. Dr. phil. habil. Sabine Fiedler 

studied English and Russian at the University of Halle/Saale, Germany (1976-1980). She holds 

a PhD in English linguistics from the University of Leipzig, Germany (dissertation about 

English for special purposes, 1986) and a second degree in general linguistics (dissertation 

about phraseology, 1999). Her research interests include phraseology, language policy, lingua 

franca communication, translation, anglicisms, comics, and humour. Her teaching experience 

includes: English systemic linguistics (phonetics & phonology, morphology, semantics, 

syntax), pragmatics, conversation analysis, phraseology, humour studies). She worked in the 

EU-financed project “Mobility and Inclusion in Multilingual Europe (MIME) (2014-2018) 

about multilingualism, as the task leader of a team responsible for Lingua Francas 

(http://www.mime-project.org). Presently, she is active in the project Global Anglicism 

Database (GLAD: https://www.nhh.no/en/research-centres/global-anglicism-database-

network/). Further information: http://anglistik.philol.uni-

leipzig.de/de/institut/linguistik/mitarbeiter/apl-prof-dr-sabine-fiedler 
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